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Whats News in the last month of Mai. You can read here!

Gaiatree logo at the school wall
School extention not ready!
Mitu learns how to fly
How to make Chapati?
Thank you Franzi
New mason for Eugen’s construction site
Twinkle prepares opening of tailorshop
Pilgrimage to Nrusinghnath
Short News

News about our school

Gaiatree logo at the school wall

The painting works in the school proceed quickly. The two classrooms
have already been painted and look like new; now the outer wall gets
a special design: instead of plain white the Gaiatree logo will
decorate the outside of the school in not too long. Franziska as a
professional theatre sculptor is the perfect person for this job and so
the colourful logo gets closer to being finished every day. Later on,
the veranda pillars will get a sky blue paint, too, so that the school
makes a friendly, happy impression even from the outside. 

Franzi paints the entrance area of our Gaiatreeschool

School extention not ready!
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Teacher Training cancelled 

The teacher training that Bablu and Sadananta should have attended from 22nd May to 3rd June has
been cancelled due to the slow progress of the construction works on the school ground. After the
constructor on charge of the extension of the school building and the pillars for the water tank had just
not come to work for some days the community had to place an official complaint to make him come
back again. Bablu and Sadananta come to the building site everyday now, help the workers and
observe the progress. When the new part of the school building will be finished, it will have to be
painted – more than enough work for our two teachers.

News from our Community

Mitu learns how to fly

After having introduced our green feathered friend last time, we
would like to keep you updated about his latest progresses. Mitu has
learnt how to fly pretty quickly and has developed a habit of
spending the nights outside in the trees around our community, only
to be back right on time for the daily biscuit breakfast. During the
days, he keeps flying back and forth between his new favourite place,
the kitchen, and the shoulders of passing people. At noon, he takes
rest and lays down like a human which looks so cute that you have to
smile when you see it. His beak has become stronger, too, which we
notice when he tries to grab an earring or something else he
considers interesting. We wonder if he will still be coming back to the
community kitchen every day upon our return.

How to make Chapati?

How to make Chapati 
Chapati, roti, naan – Indian breads are among the most popular
foods for western tourists in India. Usually, it is eaten in the evening
with sabzi (vegetables), dhal (lentils) and different curries. They
taste best when they are freshly prepared. And of course, preparing
Indian dishes is part of the practical training in Vishwaneedam.
Making chapatti is not too difficult. Whole wheat flour and water have
to be blended carefully, then rolled out to the size of a small plate.
This may sound easy but needs some practice. The prepared
chapattis are then baked in a pan without oil. To have them more
crunchy, they can be held over the open fire for a short time after
that. But careful, danger of burning for both hands and food! 
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Enjoy your meal.

Thank you Franzi

Waste separation introduced in Vishwaneedam 

During the first two months in Vishwaneedam, one of our main
concerns was collecting, separating and burning the plastic waste
that had piled up over the last three years. We could find it
everywhere in the area. At the same time, we made agreements
how to handle this issue in the future. The first and most
important step is avoiding bringing plastic packs from outside to
the community. This is not really easy. Twinkle is in charge of
stitching enough textile bags for shopping. The plastic waste that
cannot be avoided will be collected and burned immediately. We
have designated a special place at a certain distance from the
living area for this purpose. We are aware of the fact that burning

waste is not the best way but currently we do not have any other possibility. Now we will see how the
community members accept and implement the new guidelines and help making the community a
plastic free place. 
Franziska’s project was making new composts. She has made bamboo mesh fences which will be used
for compost storage. The fertile soil that will be created this way will be used instead of fertilizer to
make the Vishwaneedam fields more abundant. 

First volunteer finishes her stay in Vishwaneedam 

After five weeks, my stay in Vishwaneedam comes to its end. I was the first volunteer of the community
in the frame of organic farming and so I got the chance to get an insight in the Indian everyday life.
To be honest, it was not always easy to work with the people in the Indian style. Because the
organization of work is completely different from the German one. But there are things which you have
to get used to: so the water problem. If there was no electricity for the pump, you had to go for a few
hours with two buckets and carry the water by yourself between the pond and the fields. But when I
could pick up the first of “my” watermelons everything was fine. Thanks to Mike and Anke and to the
community that I got the possibility to gain my experiences here in Vishwaneedam.

New mason for Eugen’s construction site

The problems with the progress of the construction works were not
only confined to the school; on Eugen’s construction site in the
community work came to an abrupt halt, too. The mason had left
with his advance payment – and he had not signed a contract.
Thanks to Sanjay, a new mason was hired whose first step was to
sign a written agreement about his tasks, duties, and payment. Now
activity on the construction site is on high and despite the lost week,
the new mason still fulfills the planned schedule. The new community
house will be finished in September. 

Construction briefing at the newly planned orphanage on the
community ground. More about this in the next newsletter.

Twinkle prepares opening of tailorshop

Twinkle has decided to open a small tailor shop in the neighbouring
village Danamal on August 15th this year. She wants to sell clothes
like saris, dresses and fabrics, which she can buy at cheap prices in
Bangalore and Delhi. Besides, she will offer tailoring services. At the
moment she is busy preparing: a written agreement with the shop
owners has to be signed, she needs her own bank account, and she
practices tailoring continuously by stitching clothes for the members
and visitors of the Vishwaneedam community. The profit surplus will
be used to fund Gaiatreeschool.
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Pilgrimage to Nrusinghnath

On the evening of May 15th, we (intern Sabine, volunteer
Franziska, Ananta’s niece Sashi and the two teachers Babloo
and Sadananta) started our first pilgrimage. First, we were
taken to the temple of Harishankar by motorbike where we
even attracted the attention of some TV crews. Then, we
started our climb to the seven hills that had to be crossed,
typically Indian without torch and in rubber slippers. After
some hours of steep climbing, we reached a plain where we
took rest in the bright moonlight for some time and had a
small picknick, which Twinkle had prepared for us. Then, we
went down towards Nrusinghath, surrounded by other pilgrims.
We passed behind a waterfall and eventually reached the
temple of our destination at 6 in the morning. After the hike,

we were quite exhausted, but this unique experience was definitely worth it.

Short News

Ananta sets off to Bangalore 

Headteacher Ananta took a flight to Bangalore on 15th May in order to introduce the Gaiatree project to
some big companies. He had been preparing a power point presentation in the days before his
departure which he wants to use to convince donors and sponsors of the school concept and to spread
the idea behind Gaiatreeschool. He can count on support from friends of his from his time in
Bangalore, where he worked for big international companies for some years. We wish him good luck
and hope for a positive outcome! 

Mahadev‘s bike accident 

Some days ago, Mahadev took Ramprasat with him and wanted to go buy wheat by motorcycle. We
had gone to school to paint the second class room meanwhile. When we came back to the community,
we were negatively surprised: Mahadev was sitting on the veranda, his swollen leg bandaged. The x ray
picture from Kaphrakhol showed that there was no fracture later on; but a painful contusion. However,
the pain did not cease and so Mahadev went to Balangir after one week to have his leg checked once
again. The new x-ray picture showed a crack in the leg bone and some internal muscle injuries.
Mahadev has to rest for at least one month now. To support the community, a worker was hired who
shall perform the heavy physical work meanwhile. 

Anke, Mike and Franziska have left India 

In mid May, Anke flew to Germany to visit daughter Katja. Mike went on a trip to Bangkok meanwhile
and attended a Vypassana mediation class. According to the Indian visa regulations, foreigners have to
leave the country every six months for at least two months. In July, both Mike and Anke will go to Delhi
to meet Annett Holz, Kristin Borostowski (both of them learning facilitators at the SCHKOLA in Hartau,
Germany), and her daughter Anna. They will then go on a trip to Leh/Ladakh together. In September,
Mike and Anke will return to Vishwaneedam with the new intern, Cindy from Potsdam. Cindy has studied
teaching and is currently writing her master thesis about the diverse flora of the nearby
Gandhamardhan hills around Harishankar. We will report more in detail in our next newsletter. Cindy
will spend six months in Vishwaneedam. 
Franziska will go back home in the beginning of June. We thank her very much for coming and
supporting the community. 

Rita’s brother dies in accident 

In the end of May, we heard oft he sad news that Rita’s younger brother had died in a motorcycle
accident. He suffered grave head injuries and did not survive them. Rita has one more brother and an
older sister and lives together with her family around 7km from our Gaiatreeschool. She has been
working with us as a trainee for three months now and we offered her a contract for a traineeship with
the aim of becoming a teacher in our school.

Falls Sie diesen Newsletter in Zukunft nicht mehr erhalten möchten, verwenden Sie bitte den folgenden
Link: http://www.gaiatreeschool.org/index.php?lg=de&id=...&mail=...&nl_del=...

Gaiatree Foundation 2010 
Anmeldung zum Newsletter --> hier Newsletter 
www.gaiatreeschool.org 
E-Mail-Kontakt: mail@gaiatreeschool.org 
Redaktion: Sabine Wagner
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